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A Message from the
Academic Leadership Team
A warm welcome from our Academic
Leadership Team
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland is in a unique position,
sharing two of our three campuses (Le Bouveret and
Lucerne) with Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland. These
joint resources and shared campus facilities allow our
students to replicate real-life working conditions with team
coordination on a regular basis.
All of our degrees focus on combining students’ academic
knowledge with hands-on industry experience through
practical hospitality internships. Moreover, graduates will
have developed a comprehensive and realistic business plan
as part of their curriculum.

Tanja Florenthal
Academic Director
Le Bouveret
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Max Behesht
Academic Dean
Lucerne

Our Dual Bachelor’s degree has been designed in partnership
with Washington State University, USA, for candidates
seeking a career in international hospitality and tourism
management. For our Master’s curriculum that aims to
encourage students’ entrepreneurial spirit and equip
graduates with the necessary knowledge and skills to allow
them to set up their own hospitality business, we have
partnered with the University of Derby, U.K.
We look forward to welcoming you and helping you realise
your full potential!

Sofia Rodrigues
Academic Dean
Brig
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Introducing
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland

The name César Ritz is synonymous with a pioneering
approach to luxury hospitality. At César Ritz Colleges
Switzerland, we are proud to continue his tradition of
excellence and innovation. We aim to give our students the
best of both worlds: a ‘Ritzy’ Swiss hospitality education
combined with an American/British approach to business
management and entrepreneurship.
Our programmes are both academically challenging and
hands-on. Thanks to our close partnership with industry
leaders, students benefit from practical internships at
highly sought after establishments where they apply their
academic knowledge and develop leadership skills.
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland is comprised of three
campuses: Le Bouveret, Lucerne and Brig in the French and
German speaking parts of Switzerland where our students
enjoy a unique multicultural experience. As an extra bonus,
Le Bouveret and Lucerne students share their campus with
Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland students, another Swiss
Education Group member school. This arrangement offers
Bachelor students the chance to develop their hospitality
skills alongside future chef entrepreneurs.
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Why Study in Switzerland?
In the Heart of Europe

The Birthplace of Hospitality

Tourism, hospitality and service are very important
economic activities in Switzerland. The transport and
tourism infrastructure is amongst the best in the world
making it very comfortable to travel around the country.
Major Swiss cities are located within an easy one to threehour journey by train, car or boat. Centrally situated in
Europe, Switzerland gives you the opportunity to easily visit
and experience other European cities, such as Paris, London
and Milan!

Switzerland’s reputation as the birthplace of hospitality
was established over one hundred years ago when the
first palace-style hotels were built. Today, these traditions
continue and graduates of a Swiss curriculum are highly
respected for their ability to function and manage in the
competitive international hospitality environment.
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland benefits from 3 campuses
in French and German-speaking Switzerland: Le Bouveret,
Lucerne and Brig.

Swiss Quality of Life
Switzerland is an extremely safe country with a high standard
of living. Not only renowned for chocolate, cheese, private
banking and luxury watch making; its natural beauty,
cultural and linguistic diversity, and the Swiss reputation for
excellence and professionalism, all add to its attributes.

Is César Ritz Colleges Switzerland
a Good Match For Me?
Are you looking for a business-minded, ambitious,
challenging and international location for your hospitality
studies? Our Bachelor and Master degrees offered in
partnership with Washington State University, USA and
the University of Derby, UK attract candidates interested in
hospitality and tourism management.
With three campuses in the French and German parts of
Switzerland and a student body of over 60 nationalities, we
offer you a unique multicultural college experience.
The ideal Bachelor’s candidate will:
• Be open-minded, curious and passionate about travelling,
hospitality and cultures
• Be service oriented and flexible
• Be eager to apply academic knowledge and gain handson experience during hospitality internships
• Develop a viable business plan
Our Master’s in Entrepreneurship for the Global
Hospitality and Tourism Industry candidate will:
• Have a passion for entrepreneurship and hospitality
• Be looking to gain knowledge and skills for setting up a
new hospitality business
• Have the opportunity to create a comprehensive ready-toimplement business plan as part of their dissertation
• Complete an accelerated programme to enable quicker
return to the industry
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Your Educational
Journey
Whether you are looking to make your first steps
in the world of hotel and tourism management or
expand your existing knowledge of the hospitality
industry, our programmes aim to prepare you for
future success.
Bachelor and Master degrees at César Ritz Colleges offer
an ideal balance of theory and practice through combining
academic terms with hospitality internships. Bachelor
students benefit from the creation of their own business
plan for a successful debut in the hospitality industry.
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Bachelor of International Business in Hotel
and Tourism Management awarded by César
Ritz Colleges Switzerland /
Bachelor of Arts in Hospitality Business
Management awarded by Washington State
University (WSU), USA
The programme is designed for students seeking a career
in international hospitality and tourism management. It
combines practical courses and management subjects with the
development of a personalised business plan in the final year.

Dual Bachelor’s Degrees in Hotel & Tourism /
Hospitality Business Management
YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Le Bouveret or
Lucerne Campus

Le Bouveret or
Lucerne Campus

Brig Campus

Food and Beverage
Management

Rooms Division and
Hospitality Business

Term 1 (11 weeks)

Term 3 (11 weeks)

››Introduction to Hospitality and
Tourism Management
››Management Information
Systems
››Introduction to Nutrition and
Food Science
››Public Speaking
››Introduction to Industry
Experience
››Food Service Theory and Practice
››Language 1

››Rooms Division Operations
››Roots of Contemporary Issues
››Calculus for Hospitality Business
››Microeconomics
››Financial Accounting

Term 4 (11 weeks)

Term 2 (11 weeks)

››Statistics
››The Built Environment
››Macroeconomics
››Managerial Accounting
››Cultural Diversity in
Organisations

››Food Service Studies and
Operations
››Business Writing
››Wine and Beverage Management
››Mathematics for Hospitality
Business
››Language 2

››Hospitality and Tourism Law
››International Politics
››Foodservice Systems and Control
››Hospitality Business Ethics
››Food Chemistry

Worldwide internship (local
conditions apply) or paid in
Switzerland* (4-6 months)

Worldwide internship (local
conditions apply) or paid in
Switzerland* (4-6 months)

*Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,179.–

*Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,179.–

César Ritz Colleges
Certificate in Hotel and
Restaurant Operations

Term 5 (11 weeks)

International Business and
Business Plan
Term 6 (11 weeks)
››Career Management
››Principles of Management
››Financial Management
››Hospitality Marketing
››Tourism in a Global Perspective
››Business Planning Project 1

Swiss Higher Diploma
in Hotel and Tourism
Management
Term 7 (11 weeks)
››Human Resource Management
››Operational Analysis
››Service Operations Management
››International Business
››Business Planning Project 2

Term 8 (11 weeks)
››Economics and Public Policy
››Social Psychology of Hospitality
››Hospitality Leadership and
Organisational Behaviour
››Strategic Hospitality
Management: Case Studies and
Research
››Specialized Management course
››Business Planning Project 3

Bachelor of International
Business in Hotel and
Tourism Management
awarded by César Ritz
Colleges Switzerland
Bachelor of Arts in
Hospitality Business
Management awarded by
Washington State University
(WSU), USA*
*Awarded if student satisfies specific
WSU academic requirements.
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Master of Arts in Entrepreneurship for the
Global Hospitality and Tourism Industry

The MA in Entrepreneurship for
the Global Hospitality and Tourism
Industry is an accelerated 22-week
programme developed in partnership
with the University of Derby, UK.
The programme provides future
hospitality managers getting ready
to set up a new business with
in-depth knowledge to explore
innovative business opportunities and
maintain a sustainable and profitable
business. The degree is awarded
upon submission of a business plan /
dissertation.

YEAR 1

Brig Campus

Off Campus

Term 1 (11 weeks)

Independent Study:
Consultancy Project –
Formulation of Business Plan/
Dissertation

››Business Research Methods
››Hospitality Industry Operations
and Trends
››Corporate Finance and Financial
Decision Making
››Creativity and Innovation for
Competitive Advantage
››Corporate Entrepreneurship for
Hospitality and Tourism
››Language 1: French / German

Term 2 (11 weeks)
››Advanced Marketing Strategy in
Hospitality and Tourism
››Risk, Crisis and Recovery in the
Global Hospitality and Tourism
Industry
››Digital Marketing and
e-Commerce in Hospitality
and Tourism Industry
››Leading Success through Human
Capital
››Business Sustainability in
Hospitality and Tourism
››Language 2: French / German

Worldwide internship (local
conditions apply) or paid in
Switzerland* (4-6 months)
*Minimum gross monthly salary in
Switzerland: CHF 2,179.–

Postgraduate Diploma in
Entrepreneurship for the
Global Hospitality and
Tourism Industry
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Master of Arts in
Entrepreneurship for the
Global Hospitality and
Tourism Industry awarded
by the University of Derby,
U.K.
Master of International
Business in Hotel and
Tourism Management

Brig Campus

Billy:
“I pursued a Master’s programme in
Entrepreneurship because I want to start
up my own business within the tourism and
hospitality industry. César Ritz Colleges
Switzerland has provided me with all the
right tools not only to be able to make the
first steps towards my goal but also taught
me how to differentiate myself and bring
fresh and new ideas on the table.”

Judy:
“The Master of Arts in Entrepreneurship
for the Global Hospitality and Tourism
Industry provides me not only with valuable
information but also with constructive
practices that enable me to become a
future hotel manager with entrepreneurial
spirit, vision, critical thinking, and the
ability to lead a team in order to achieve
the goals.”

Aashish:
“The Master’s programme at César Ritz
Colleges Switzerland has expanded my
horizons professionally and personally. The
one-year Entrepreneurship programme
in Hospitality and Tourism was the
automatic choice for me to gain a deeper
understanding of the industry and to
experience Swiss hospitality hands-on
through an internship. A cohort diverse
in culture and background contributed
to a well-rounded learning experience
within and outside the class.”
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Academic Partnerships
Washington State University (WSU)
We have partnered with Washington State University,
USA since 1985 to offer our students the advantage
of an American Bachelor of Arts in Hospitality Business
Management, one of the leading American programmes in
the hotel industry.

University of Derby
Master students at César Ritz Colleges Switzerland are awarded
a British degree thanks to our important partnership with the
University of Derby, UK.

Swiss Cantonal Recognition
The Higher Diploma, Bachelor of International Business and
Master of International Business are recognised by the Canton
of Valais.

THE-ICE
The International Centre of Excellence in Tourism and
Hospitality Education (THE-ICE) is an international
accreditation organisation that is dedicated to the
recognition, benchmarking, development and promotion
of quality programmes in tourism, hospitality, events and
culinary arts (TH&E) education, training and research.

EduQua
EduQua is a Swiss organisation that ensures the quality of
educational institutions by setting minimum standards and
supports quality improvements in its certified institutions.

United Nations World Tourism Organization Certified
César Ritz Colleges is the only Swiss hotel school to receive
the prestigious TedQual certification from the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).
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Bringing the Industry
to the Classroom
Undergraduate and postgraduate programmes at César Ritz Colleges Switzerland benefit from the industry
experience shared by our partners.
Ritz Paris
A long-standing partnership with the legendary luxury hotel
Ritz Paris allows our students to benefit from Ritz Paris’
heritage, traditions and expertise. Ritz Paris contributes to
our Bachelor degree programme through offering industry
insights and support to our budding entrepreneurs.

UBS
UBS, the biggest bank in Switzerland, contributes to both
our Bachelor and Master degree programme curriculum
by offering real-world case studies on finance, lending
their expertise and experience to our students for the best
possible start to their careers.

ab
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Career & Community

Your career is our priority!
We pave the way to the career of your dreams
Encompassing 3 main roles, our Swiss Education Group
Career Services department works hand-in-hand with each
school to offer all students a 5-star service.
To do this, we have established our 3 pillars:
To EMPOWER our students’ career development by
providing them with the tools to be successful
To ENHANCE the quality of each student’s search with
tailored career opportunities
To ENGAGE with members of our community (students,
parents, faculty, alumni, corporate partners) to nurture key
relationships

Career Advice
Every campus has a career management team dedicated to
providing one-on-one support to students. As creators of
opportunities, each team encourages wise career decisions
and tailors their service to each student’s uniqueness.
MyCareer App
Engage in our community with our bespoke business
networking application. Exclusive to all Swiss Education
Group students, it provides direct access to over 1,000
industry professionals and over 500 jobs available on a daily
basis.
International Recruitment Forum
Our twice-yearly International Recruitment Forum is exclusive
to our schools’ students. Held in Montreux, Switzerland, it
gathers hundreds of industry leaders from around the world
to meet, interview and recruit our students.
Global Alumni
With 32 chapter presidents and more than 21,000 alumni
members, we have one of the largest hospitality alumni
networks in the world. From your first day at one of our
schools, you will be in instant contact with our successful
graduates.
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Internship Opportunities

We believe in the importance of applying academic knowledge in real-life professional situations.
This is why all our programmes include hospitality internships as part of the curriculum. Thanks to our
close collaboration with leading hospitality organisations, we offer you a choice of top employers for
an internship placement in Switzerland and abroad.

During your studies, you will be able to put your academic
learning into practice in a real-life working environment.
Internships offer a unique opportunity to obtain valuable
hands-on experience and enhance your language skills,
which are highly valued in the hospitality industry.
Preparation
Together with Swiss Education Group’s Career Services
team, we will support you every step of the way in finding
your perfect internship, from CV writing to interview
preparation.
Students’ first internship experiences that introduce them
to the world of hospitality are generally in the area of
food and beverage. Second internships usually take place
in the departments of front office, food and beverage,
housekeeping, administration or sales and marketing.
Organisations training our students range from international
five-star hotel chains in major cities around the world to
family-owned boutique hotels in prestigious ski resorts in
Switzerland. Some examples of internship placements for
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland students are:

Paid Internships in Switzerland
Fairmont Le Montreux Palace, Montreux
Hotel President Wilson, Geneva (Starwood Luxury Collection)
Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues, Geneva
Le Grand Bellevue, Gstaad
Hotel Palace Luzern, Lucerne
Beau-Rivage Palace, Lausanne
The Dolder Grand Hotel, Spa & Wellness, Zurich
Baur au Lac Hotel, Zurich
InterContinental Davos, Davos
Zurich Marriott Hotel, Zurich
Worldwide Internships
Ritz Paris, Paris
Schloss Elmau, Krün, Germany
Patong Beach Hotel, Phuket
Emirates Palace Hotel, Abu Dhabi
Sandals Resorts, Jamaica
Kempinski Hotel Bahía, Malaga
Red Carnation Hotels, London
Mosimann’s Club, London
Ritz Carlton Arts Hotel, Barcelona

BE INSPIRED BY THE KING OF HOTELIERS
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Our Partners
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What our Alumni Say

“César Ritz Colleges gave me a profound and thorough
theoretical background and prepared me for the tasks
and responsibilities of the hotel world. I am very
pleased to mention, that César Ritz Colleges assisted
me in getting my first job at the great Turnberry Isle
Club & Resort in Aventura, Miami, Florida. Emotionally
and technically well prepared, I was happy to apply
my knowledge on the job, while the fact that several
other César Ritz students were Management Trainees
at the same time helped a lot. Already after my first
day on the job I realized that the César Ritz family spirit
is beneficial in “real life” as much as it is on campus.”

Roland Henkel (Germany)

Director Villa Sassa Hotel, Residence & Spa in Lugano,
Switzerland

“I already had a bachelor degree when I enrolled at
César Ritz Colleges for Postgraduate studies. I earned
extremely high levels of theoretical and practical
knowledge and being immersed in an international
environment became a huge asset in my life. If I could
turn back time, I would do it all over again. I gained
skills and built networks that have been helpful.
When I am facing issues and do not get the proper
solution, I simply contact fellow alumni worldwide or
relevant professors on campus and it is all sorted out
much faster. This huge network of alumni and staff
from all the Swiss Education Group schools is what
counted throughout my career.”

Tine Brodnjak (Slovenia)

“The practical classes were fundamental and learning
how to deliver five-star service is the differential that
you can’t get anywhere but in Switzerland. César Ritz
Colleges takes hospitality seriously and holds students
accountable in every way. The professionalism of the
school and the teachers’ knowledge kept me motivated
and wanting to succeed.”

Pietra Bijos (Brazil)

Area VP of Food and Beverage GF Management, Royal Palm
Resort in Miami, FL

“César Ritz Colleges prepared me to believe in
myself, to convince with my personality, experiences
and strengths! I was taught about the luxury hotel
industry, the service standards, and the high need of
self-engagement in order to meet the guests’ needs
and further exceed their expectations.”

“César Ritz Colleges provided me with a broad
educational foundation that was easily transferable
to different industries. It opened up the world for
me. Studying abroad within such an international
environment also gave me a cosmopolitan outlook
for my career. In addition, a hospitality background is
highly valued in the business service industry. One of
the most valuable lessons I took away from César Ritz
Colleges was the notion of how powerful high quality
service can be. In my opinion, providing your client
with top-level service is a proven recipe for success
and it can be applied across industries.”

Regional Sales Coordinator for Groups & Incentives
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group in Frankfurt, Germany

Consultant Sales & Marketing, CPG and Healthcare Michael
Page International, USA in New York, NY, USA

Resident Manager Falkensteiner Hotel & Spa in Iadera,
Croatia

Franziska Lein (Germany)

Isabela Joffe (Brazil)
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Campus life
Our programmes are taught on three different campuses:
Le Bouveret, Lucerne and Brig, situated in the French and
German parts of Switzerland. This arrangement allows
us to provide a varied cultural experience for students,
exposing them to different languages and ways of life
during their studies.
Le Bouveret campus
Our Le Bouveret campus is home to some of our Bachelor
programme students. It is situated on the beautiful shores of
Lake Geneva, just a five-minute drive to neighbouring France
and close to the vibrant towns of Montreux and Lausanne.
Le Bouveret offers students access to beaches on the shores
of Lake Geneva and easy access to popular mountain resorts.
Lucerne campus
Our Lucerne campus is located in Lucerne city centre, a
thriving tourist destination in the German-speaking part of
Switzerland. This campus also houses our Bachelor students,
who enjoy a vast array of water sports on Lake Lucerne in the
summer and trips to numerous ski resorts in the Swiss Alps in
winter.
Brig campus
Final-year Bachelor courses and all Postgraduate and Master
courses take place on our campus in Brig, the largest Germanspeaking town in the Valais region. The campus is located
within a one-hour drive from the famous ski resorts of SaasFee and Zermatt offering a variety of winter sports.
A Shared Campus
César Ritz Colleges Switzerland shares Le Bouveret and
Lucerne campuses with Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland,
a sister school under Swiss Education Group’s umbrella. All its
degrees share a fundamental value: a core passion for food.
With a focus on entrepreneurship, Culinary Arts Academy
Switzerland offers hands-on experience and small class sizes
providing an opportunity to develop candidates’ craft inside
and outside of the kitchen and the classroom.
Sharing campuses allows our hospitality students to work
alongside culinary students to create joint events and benefit
from a larger and more international campus life.
Accommodation
Accommodation is provided on campus so that students can
fully enjoy their college experience living side-by-side with
students of different backgrounds and nationalities.
For Bachelor students, modern and comfortable double rooms
are included in the fees while students on the Brig campus
enjoy the privacy of single rooms. Other room options are
available at an additional charge. High-speed wireless internet
access is provided everywhere on the campuses.
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The Mosimann Collection
THE MOSIMANN COLLECTION: A CULINARY HERITAGE is a unique partnership between world-renowned chef
Anton Mosimann and Swiss Education Group.
To those who love food, the name Anton Mosimann is synonymous with Cuisine Naturelle, an innovative union of healthy
eating and the finest gastronomic experiences. His many awards and honours (including the Order of the British Empire),
along with his reputation as the favourite chef of royalty and Heads of State the world over, stand as a testament to the
phenomenal success of a man who has built a culinary empire through his desire to share his love of good food with others.
The Mosimann Collection offers the opportunity to see beyond his achievements to the man himself. It includes works
of art from Anton Mosimann’s private collection by artists such as Marc Reist, Jean Tinguely and Corpaato, gastronomy
books dating back to the 15th Century and a fascinating collection of photographs and menus, many of which capture key
moments in history.
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Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland

Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland offers the perfect blend of entrepreneurship and culinary skills to create
your ideal education. With two campuses, state-of-the-art kitchens and multiple professional partnerships with
industry pioneers on offer, we prepare you for your future career journey.
On your way to earning a specialised qualification, you will
have the opportunity to develop your craft both inside and
outside of the kitchen and the classroom, benefitting from
hands-on experience and small class sizes.
Our programmes include:

Benefit from one of the largest hospitality alumni
networks in the world
Participate in the International Recruitment Forum organised
by Swiss Education Group twice a year and attended by
the crème de la crème of the industry to offer students
internship and recruitment opportunities

During your studies you will:

The Benefits of Shared Campus Life:
Sharing the Le Bouveret and Lucerne campuses with César
Ritz Colleges Switzerland lets Culinary Arts Academy
Switzerland students benefit from a larger campus and
international environment.

• Learn from our Chef Instructors during hundreds of
kitchen hours in our state-of-the-art kitchens
• Benefit from multiple field trips and guest speakers
• Gain experience through Swiss and international
internships
• Join us when it suits you, with four intakes a year

The culinary students complement the hospitality students’
Food & Beverage experience with their culinary knowledge
and skills, which creates enhanced learning and collaboration
opportunities for both. This prepares our students for their
future employment where they would be required to work
harmoniously in cross-functional teams.

• Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Culinary Arts
• Swiss Grand Diploma in Culinary Arts
• Swiss Grand Diploma in Pastry & Chocolate Arts

BE INSPIRED BY THE KING OF HOTELIERS
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SHO R T C OU RSE S
FO R HOSP I TA L ITY
PR O FE SSI ON A LS
Discover a wide range of courses available
or create your own with our tailored
packages! From revenue management
to marketing to F&B, each Professional
Course can be tailored to Teams,
Managers or Executives.
Our Professional Courses gather the best
resources from our 5 hospitality schools
across 7 campuses, creating a five-star
experience to enhance your career.

TO LEARN MORE VISIT:
www.swisseducation.com

WO U L D YO U L I KE
TO DI S C OV E R
THE WO R L D OF
HO S P I TAL I T Y?
If you’re aged between 16 and 20 years
old, spend 2 weeks discovering the magic
behind luxury hotels.
Run every summer, in partnership with
Swiss Education Group’s hospitality
schools, live on campus and discover a
hospitality student’s life!
Language and culinary camps are also
available – please enquire for further
details.

Member of

TO LEARN MORE VISIT:
www.swisseducationacademy.com

Swiss Education Group

We are your Swiss Alliance
of Private Hospitality Management Schools
With 5 schools based across 7 campuses throughout
Switzerland, each school benefits from their unique
strengths and features, providing the perfect fit to best suit
your search. In total, we have over 6,000 students from
111 countries within our current student body, with each
school offering a diverse international experience on each
beautifully located campus.
Diploma, Bachelor and Master programmes are available at
all of our schools in a variety of subjects and specialisations:

César Ritz Colleges Switzerland
Hospitality - Tourism - Entrepreneurship

Culinary Arts Academy Switzerland
Culinary Arts - Entrepreneurship

Hotel Institute Montreux
Swiss Hospitality - American Business Management

IHTTI School of Hotel Management
Hospitality - Design Management

Swiss Hotel Management School
Hospitality - F&B - Events - Resort & Wellness

BE INSPIRED BY THE KING OF HOTELIERS
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Updated: September 2018

Open Day events for interested students and their
parents are arranged regularly. Please check the website
for dates and further information. Alternatively, César
Ritz Colleges Switzerland welcomes individual visits.
Please contact visit@ritz.edu.

CÉSAR RITZ LE BOUVERET CAMPUS
Route Cantonale 51 | CH-1897 Le Bouveret | Switzerland

CÉSAR RITZ LUCERNE CAMPUS
Löwenstrasse 16 | CH-6004 Lucerne | Switzerland

CÉSAR RITZ BRIG CAMPUS
Englisch Gruss-Strasse 43 | CH-3902 Brig | Switzerland

Member of

